
REBELLION: A PATH TO RUIN 
Micah 1:1-9; 2:1-4 

 
 One of the great benefits of living in a developed country with an infrastructure is that we 
have a system of roads and highways that allow us to travel about and go from place to place.  If 
we want to know how to go from here to California or some other place we can look at a map 
and figure out a pathway to get from here to there.  We even have computer software or GPS 
units that will figure out the best route for us, automatically.  You get on the path and you will 
wind up in the destination that defines the end point of that path.  
 Life itself is somewhat like that.  There are lots of choices of paths we can take, but we 
should be careful to choose the path that takes us where we really want to go.  As our lesson title 
indicates, a path of rebellion leads to ruin.  In the coming weeks we will be looking at other paths 
such as “corruption that leads to nowhere,” “hope that leads to fulfillment,” and “commitment 
that leads to effectiveness.”   
 The prophet Micah was a contemporary of Isaiah and the Lord gave him a similar 
message to that proclaimed by Isaiah concerning the problems of Judah and Israel that were 
leading up to God’s judgment on both nations.  Micah was mentioned in the prophecy of 
Jeremiah and Micah’s prophecy was claimed by Jeremiah to be the reason Hezekiah initiated the 
reforms he did.  We will start by looking at the issues of rebellion that were at the root of the 
problems for both Samaria and Jerusalem.  The lesson for us to learn is that we should want to 
submit to the Lord’s ways since rebellion against Him inevitably brings destructive results.  

From just a practical or pragmatic point of view, Why does rebellion lead to ruin?  God’s ways 
are not just arbitrary rules but are ways that are best for us in all our relationships in life.    

  
Revelation from the Lord 
1 The word of the LORD which came to Micah of Moresheth in the days of Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah, kings of 
Judah, which he saw concerning Samaria and Jerusalem.  Micah 1:1 (NASB95) 
 We don’t know a lot about the background of Micah.  He was from in a small town that 
was located about 20 miles southwest of Jerusalem.  We know that Isaiah was related to the royal 
family, but there is no indication that Micah was anything more than a common person whom 
God chose to use.  His name literally means “Who is like Jehovah?”  An implication of the literal 
meaning of his name is contained in the prophecies of Isaiah and Micah since they were so 
strong in their condemnation of worship of idol and false gods.  One of the contemporary 
Christians songs popular today answers the question posed by Micah’s name.  There’s no god 
like Jehovah! 
 His name Micah is a contraction of Micaiah, the name of a prophet more than a century 
before (in Ahab’s time, 1 Ki. 22:8).   

The theme of judgment, voiced repeatedly in the prophetic books, can be traced back to 
Deuteronomy 27-28 when Moses warned the people about to enter the Promised Land about the 
dangers that awaited them there. The previous adult generation (except Caleb and Joshua) had 
died in the wilderness because of their refusal to follow God’s command to possess the land. So 
Moses told the new generation that they had a choice. They could either follow the covenant 
given them by God and live in the land with prosperity (Deut. 28:1-14), or they could refuse and 
be cursed in the land with a lack of fertility and productivity (of people, animals, and crops) and 
ultimately be exiled from the land of promise.  From that point on, much of the narrative and 
prophetic portions of the Old Testament focus on Israel’s failure to live according to God’s 
covenantal stipulations.  Micah, along with Amos, especially pointed up the social failures of the 
nation in not keeping the covenant.  (The Bible Knowledge Commentary, Walvoord, et al) 



Response to Rebellion 
2 Hear, O peoples, all of you; Listen, O earth and all it contains, And let the Lord GOD be a witness against you, The 
Lord from His holy temple. 3 For behold, the LORD is coming forth from His place. He will come down and tread on 
the high places of the earth. 4 The mountains will melt under Him And the valleys will be split, Like wax before the 
fire, Like water poured down a steep place. 5 All this is for the rebellion of Jacob And for the sins of the house of 
Israel. What is the rebellion of Jacob? Is it not Samaria? What is the high place of Judah? Is it not Jerusalem?  Micah 
1:2-5 (NASB95) 
 The picture that Micah presented was that of a courtroom where all the people of the land  
were called in as defendants to hear the complaint that God was bringing against Israel and 
Judah.  The main witness in this case was God, Himself.   Matthew Henry points out that “Hear, 
O peoples, all of you” is an unusual construction; but those words with which Micah begins his 
prophecy are the very same in the original language as those Micaiah (his namesake) used as he 
ended his prophecy in 1 Kings 22:28. 
28 Micaiah said, “If you indeed return safely the LORD has not spoken by me.” And he said, “Listen, all you people.” 
 Most translations use the phrase “a witness against you” which is certainly a true picture 
of what is going to be presented.  However, the LXX (Septuagint) renders it this way:   the Lord 
God shall be among you for a testimony.  Several scholars have noted that a legitimate 
translation would be “a witness in you.” 

What do we call this “witness in us” when we have gone away from that which God wants us 
to do?  We would say that the Lord brings conviction in our innermost being that His word is 
true and that we are to obey His commandments.   

 Micah also wanted to make the point that it was “God who dwells in Heaven” Who was 
bringing the charges of rebellion and it was not just the ideas of Micah.  The poetic description 
of how God manifests Himself in the forces of nature - the mountains melting and the valleys 
splitting - would bring to mind such things as volcanoes and earthquakes which are sometimes 
interpreted as expressions of God’s judgments on the inhabitants of earth.  These things were 
allegorical pictures of what the invading armies would do in the destruction of Samaria and 
Jerusalem which were both built on hills (high places) and would be torn down.   
 The important message for the people was to realize that the reason for the judgement 
that was coming was because of their sin and rebellion against God and his laws and 
commandments.  Micah referred to the Northern Kingdom as Jacob (Israel’s name before it was 
changed) and he referred to the Southern Kingdom as “the house of Israel” since Jerusalem was 
still considered to be the capital of the nation.  God did not approve of nor give sanction to the 
split that occurred following the death of Solomon.   
 The rebellion of “Jacob” was expressed in the establishment of a counterfeit government 
and a counterfeit system of worship that incorporated paganism and idols which were centered in 
a counterfeit capital city of Samaria.  The rebellion of Judah was going on right in Jerusalem 
itself.  Pagan worship sites were allowed to be in Jerusalem and King Ahaz even built an altar 
like he saw in Damascus in the temple area.   

When a nation or individuals go away from a right relationship with God, what else do we see 
happening as result of that error?  Social ills. 

 
 Both nations not only had errors in their approach to God, but these errors resulted in 
social ills that were concerns addressed by the prophets of that day.  God brought His testimony 
to the people so that they would be without excuse when the results or consequences of what 
they had done started to take place.   
 



Results of Rebellion 
6 For I will make Samaria a heap of ruins in the open country, Planting places for a vineyard. I will pour her stones 
down into the valley And will lay bare her foundations. 7 All of her idols will be smashed, All of her earnings will be 
burned with fire And all of her images I will make desolate, For she collected them from a harlot’s earnings, And to 
the earnings of a harlot they will return. 8 Because of this I must lament and wail, I must go barefoot and naked; I 
must make a lament like the jackals And a mourning like the ostriches. 9 For her wound is incurable, For it has come 
to Judah; It has reached the gate of my people, Even to Jerusalem.  Micah 1:6-9 (NASB95) 
 The description of the destruction of Samaria is couched in images of the day in which 
Micah lived.  The reference to “heap in the field” and “vineyard” is thought by some to simply 
mean that the city would be like a pile of rocks that are stacked up when a field was cleared in 
preparation to plant a vineyard.  Much of the destruction of Samaria occurred around 722 BC by 
Shalmaneser king of Assyria who carried away many captives.  He also removed much of the 
wealth of Samaria that was incorporated in their idol worship.  The total destruction did not 
come about until centuries later.  
 The picture of the stones being poured down into the valley is thought by some to be 
related verse 1:4 as to the mountains melting and running down into the valleys and is a picture 
of the total desolation and utter destruction of Samaria.  This was not accomplished by 
Shalmaneser when he took it, but it happened around 130 BC by John Hyrcanus, the youngest 
son of Simon Maccabaeus.  The account of the destruction of Samaria by him, as given by 
Josephus, exactly answers to this prophecy, and to that predicted in Hosea 13:16.  Josephus says 
that Hyrcanus  besieged it a year, took it; and, not content with this only, he utterly destroyed it, 
made brooks run through it and dug it up so much that there were no signs nor traces of the city 
left.   
 This judgment that God was to bring against the people of the land was not limited to 
Samaria but would eventually affect Jerusalem and the surrounding area of Judah.  Micah was 
saddened by the prospects of this and in order to demonstrate the consequences of what would 
happen to the people went about for some time without any shoes and clothes (except a 
loincloth).  Apparently, he also cried out as if in mourning to help make his point that judgment 
was coming.  
 The proclamation that her wound was incurable was likely in reference to the fate of 
Samaria.  It was apparently too late to stop the judgment for them, but, perhaps, not too late for 
Judah.  After all, it was more than 100 years before the judgment of the Babylonian captivity 
happened and God continued to warn the Jews during this time.  In fact, Jeremiah was used by 
God right up until the end.  Also, during this intervening time Judah did experience ongoing 
difficulties that were, in a way, warning of the more severe judgment that was to come.  They 
ignored the oppression and failed to turn back to God and walk in His ways.  The problems of 
ignoring God and rebelling against Him spilled over into wrong relationship with people.  This 
condition brought further warnings from the prophet.    
 
Ruin of Rebellion 
1 Woe to those who scheme iniquity, Who work out evil on their beds! When morning comes, they do it, For it is in 
the power of their hands. 2 They covet fields and then seize them, And houses, and take them away. They rob a man 
and his house, A man and his inheritance. 3 Therefore thus says the LORD, “Behold, I am planning against this 
family a calamity From which you cannot remove your necks; And you will not walk haughtily, For it will be an 
evil time. 4 “On that day they will take up against you a taunt And utter a bitter lamentation and say, ‘We are 
completely destroyed! He exchanges the portion of my people; How He removes it from me! To the apostate He 
apportions our fields.’   Micah 2:1-4 (NASB95) 
 The social injustice emphasized here is that of the wealthy who defrauded the poor of 
their ancestral lands to build great estates. In most of Israel’s history agriculture was the basis of 



prosperity. When families were driven from their land, a poverty class was created. The 
exploitation of these newly poor by the rich characterized the mid–eighth century.  The 
application of such practices in today’s economic landscape could be in the form of fraudulent 
investment schemes, or maybe an insurance company cancelling coverage because poor business 
practices forced them out of business.    
 The rich had obtained fields from Judah’s ordinary people by immoral means, therefore, 
the LORD  sent a hostile army to take the promised land from them.   
 Micah introduces this prediction of doom with a prophetic “Woe to those who.”   The 
idea of people lying in bed and thinking about certain plans speaks of what is priority in their 
lives.  There are people who are constantly trying to figure out how to take advantage of others.  
At morning’s light (the time when court met) these legal sharks carry it out, probably by 
perverting the courts (in Micah 7:3 there is an accusation of bribery involving the rich and the 
judges) and then forcing their victims off their lands.  Ironically, at the time when the oppressed 
middle-class expected justice, they encountered fraud and foreclosures from the officials and 
military elite who had the power to do it.  
 These powerful men covet fields. ‘You shall not covet’ is the only command repeated 
twice in the Ten Commandments (Ex. 20:17) and is at the root of the other wrongs against one’s 
neighbor. The law carefully safeguarded a man’s fields, his permanent inheritance, for in a 
farming society a man’s freedom and life depend on them. 
 In the same way the powerful plotted evil against their victim’s fields and home, the 
LORD was planning disaster against these evil people and their fields.  
 As a master enslaves an animal with a yoke, so God, through the Assyrian captors, would 
overpower the greedy upper-classes so that they could not save themselves.  Their punishment 
was phrased as a satirical dirge put in the mouth of their enemies: ‘We (i.e., wicked landowners) 
are utterly ruined’. As they took advantage of others by taking their fields, so others, using the 
same idea that “might makes right,” take theirs.  They hypocritically refer to the land as my (i.e., 
God’s) people’s possession. As they had redistributed plundered fields among themselves, so 
now their fields are divided up by the enemy.  
 God gave the Israelites the land as a trust (Lev. 25:23). 

The land must not be sold permanently, because the land is mine and you are but aliens and my tenants. 
It was to be enjoyed as long as they used it according to the covenant’s designs, but he retained 
the right to take it away from them if they failed to keep the covenant and give it to their 
enemies. 

I will scatter you among the nations and will draw out my sword and pursue you. Your land will be laid 
waste, and your cities will lie in ruins.  (Lev. 26:33; see also Deut. 28:49–68). 

 
Application to today:  

We need to remember the tendency of the religious to justify themselves when we look at the 
Book of Micah. For Micah gave a prophetic warning—not to wayward Israel but to orthodox 
Judah! 

We know something of the history of the past several centuries.  Can you think of any 
nations that were once great in their power and influence that have lost that position?  Spain was 
a mighty power in the world.  Much of this country was initially explored by Spain.  France and 
the Dutch also were world powers.  England was a dominant force in the world up until the 
middle of the last century. What characterized these four nations as they expanded their 
influence?  Colonialism!  They essentially came in and confiscated the land and exploited the 
wealth of it for their own profit.  They did little to uplift the well being of the people.  Where are 
these nations today in terms of being world powers?  They do not have a lot of influence.  Their 



world holdings of colonies are a thing of the past.  The Spanish justified their conquest in the 
name of Roman Catholicism although gold was a bigger factor.  The British were interested in 
introducing West Civilization that was largely influence by Judeo-Christian principles although 
commerce was the driving force.   In the early part of the 20th Century there was a rapid rise in 
the Soviet Union and global communism and colonialism was forcibly imposed on many people.  
They did not last but about 70 years.  These efforts to gain control of others through acquisition 
of entire countries have seen major reversals.   

 While these scenarios were playing out, the influence of world evangelism (not for the 
sake of commerce but for the gospel’s sake) was starting to unfold and missionaries 
predominantly from England and the United States were intent on carrying out the Great 
Commission on a global scale.  As the emphasis on spreading the gospel waned so had the 
influence of the various nations who were engaged in it.  This emphasis grew out of a 
commitment to the principles of the Kingdom of God and while that emphasis was high, the 
nations who embraced these principles prospered.   

 We are now seeing a decreased emphasis on Godly principles and as the nations become 
more man-centered (humanism) in their world view, we see an invasion of false philosophies of 
Eastern Religions and Islam coming in to plague these nations.  Most of Europe has been 
invaded by both groups (Eastern Religions and Islam)  and their influence is continuing to 
weaken their countries.  We are seeing the same thing happening in our country in that our 
abandonment of God’s ways has cause God to abandon us to the influence of ungodly practices 
and philosophies which will destroy us.   

  


